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we should be cautious about putting forward any claim as well-founded if it is still 
subject to substantial disagreement amongst researchers in the relevant field 

We can see, then, that the idea that the goal of research is discovery of the truth is 
subject to a variety of interpretations and is rejected by some soclal scientists The 
latter see this goal as not desirable and/or not practicable. I have argued that, 
despite difficulties and qualifications, it is both. 

4 FACTS, NOT VALUES 
It is widely believed that science is, and must be, restricted in focus to factual 
issues, that it excludes value judgements - as Kolakowski indicated, this is a key 
element of positivism What this implies is that science is concerned with 
documenting what zs rather than with prescribmg what ought to be or evaluatmg 
what is in terms of what ought to be. The assumption is that we can make a clear 
distinction between is and ought, even when dealing with social issues. For exam- 
ple, to say that there are substantial inequalities in health between the social 
classes in the UK today, and that these are in large part the product of poor hous- 
ing, poor diet, and low income, is a factual claim It does not in itself imply that 
this inequality is to be regretted and should be corrected (unless the term 'ine- 
quality' is being used in an evaluative manner, as it sometimes seems to be) 
Negative evaluation follows only if we accept that inequalities in health are a bad 
thing and that they can be reduced without this having other undesirable effects5 
It has been characteristic of the natural sciences, since the seventeenth century, 
that factual matters have generally been separated from questions of value, with 
the latter largely omitted from scientific consideration. On this view, the scientist 
must adopt a neutral position towards values other than truth and seek to avoid 
her or his own value commitments affecting the findings of the research This 
arises from the belief that while factual issues are open to rational resolution 
through inquiry, value issues are not From this point of view, then, social research 
is concerned with facts, and researchers should seek to ensure that their work is 
not evaluative or prescriptive This view 1s sometimes referred to as the principle 
of value neutrality 

There has been continuing dispute within the social sciences about this principle; 
which is perhaps not surprising given that the issues social researchers investigate 
are often politically contentious. This dispute is sometimes presented as a dis- 
agreement between those who believe that social research should be value free 
and those who deny that it can or should be As is often the case, though, we are 
not faced here with just two clear-cut positions The most expliclt and influential 
advocate of the principle of value neutrality in the social sciences was Max Weber, 
a German social historian and sociologist of the early years of this century His 
position has often been misinterpreted as positivist, by both defenders and critics. 
However, while he accepts some elements of that view, he rejects others. The core 
of Weber's argument was that social scientists should not present value judge- 
ments of the phenomena they study as if those judgements were or could be 
validated on the basis of scientific research For him ultimate values are multiple 
and in conflict, and there is no rational way of choosing amongst them. Commit- 
ment to one or another set of ultimate values is therefore necessardy irrational, 
and it should not be presented otherwise. 

This is not to say, however, that in Weber's view values play no role in social 
science. Far from it. Not only are they often the object of investigation, but they 
serve a crucial function in defining phenomena for investigation Whereas the 
natural sciences are concerned with identifying the generic features of whole 
classes of phenomena, the human sciences (according to Weber) study unique 
situations and events. And their selection of phenomena for study from the infinite 
range that could be investigated is based on relevance to human values. This 
5 
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argument can be illustrated most easily in relation to the study of hlstory. On thls 
view, 'the French Revolution' is not an object that exists independently of our 
value-based interest in it Rather, it is a cluster of events that historians mark out 
from the flux of history because those events are relevant to some values (liberty, 
equality and fraternity) that were signdicant for some people at the time and are 
so for us today. The same argument can be applied to many phenomena studled 
by social scientists, though some social researchers see their task as the discovery 
of laws rather than the description and explanation of individual phenomena, as 
we shall see later 

While Weber does not reject the expression of value judgements by soclal scien- 
tlsts, so long as these are labelled as such, it is clear that he regards the pro- 
duction of factual information as the main function of social research. This may 
seem anachronistic. An increasing proportion of social research is of an applled 
kind and much of thls is evaluative: concerned with assessing how far organlza- 
tions or schemes of various kinds achieve their goals. For example, in the field of 
education in recent years a large proportion of research funds has been chan- 
nelled into the evaluation of various government policies However, this sort of 
research is not ruled out by Weber's pnnciple of value neutrality. Indeed, he 
believed that social research could play an important role in clarifying people's 
value judgements, both by showing that goals may be in conflict with other values 
that the person or agency holds, or in showing that a goal is unattainable ln pres- 
ent and/or likely future circumstances. Weber also believed that social research 
could Identify the most efficient means to given ends. Much applied research, 
including much evaluation research, is concerned with such matters. What Weber's 
principle excludes is scientific judgements about the ultimate values to which the 
~ndividual or agency concerned is committed Applied research sometimes, but by 
no means always, involves such judgements 

In recent years, the principle of value neutrality has come to be widely rejected by 
social researchers. Sometimes thls seems to be based on mislnterpretation of the 
pnnciple, for example treating lt as claimlng that soclal research 1s or should be 
completely free of the influence of all values This 1s partly a result of the way in 
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which Weber's concept of value neutrality was adopted by social scientists 
influenced by positivism and concerned with discovering laws. They ignored 
Weber's arguments for a science of individual social phenomena and his ideas 
about the value-constructed character of those phenomena. Instead, they saw the 
role of values as being restricted to the initial selection of problems for investi- 
gation, and treated efficiency of means as an overriding, science-based value.6 

There have, none the less, been some significant arguments against Weber's pos- 
ition, from contrasting directions Weber's views represent a break with the natural 
law tradition, mentioned in Section 2, which treated value issues as open to 
rational knowledge in much the same way as are factual issues. The principle of 
value neutrality has therefore been subjected to criticism by representatlves of that 
tradition (Strauss, 1953; Midgley, 1983) They have pointed out that this principle 
renders not only all moral judgements but even science itself irrational, since the 
latter depends on an irrational commitment to truth. Indeed, even Weber's argu- 
ment for value neutrality must be based on such an irrational commitment, and 
thereby seems to undercut itself in much the same way as the argument for rela- 
tivism (to which it is related). The same criticism of the principle of value neu- 
trality has been presented by some on the Left (e.g. Habermas, 1987, 1988). While 
they differ from natural law theorists about what the most important values are 
and about how these values are justified, both insist that rational judgements are 
possible about value issues. And they criticize the principle of value neutrality for 
encouraging research that is not guided by rational goals. 

Value neutrality has also been challenged in recent years by those who deny that 
even factual investigations can be rationally based, in the sense of oriented 
towards universally valid conclusions. The influence of post-structuralism has been 
quite important in this respect. Here Weber's value relativism is extended into an 
all-encompassing relativism It 1s proposed that the findings of research will 
necessarily be determined by the value assumptions of the researcher, and that 
therefore researchers must make their assumptions explicit Once they have done 
this, it is suggested, they may legitimately pursue their values through the process 
of social inquiry. Thus, Lather (1986), among others, has called for 'openly 
ideological' research. From this point of view not only is eliminating the influence 
of the value commitments of scientists on their work impossible, but the attempt 
to do so is wrong: it presents science as a supposedly neutral instrument when it 
is not This argument is sometimes associated with a critique of natural science as 
representing a distorted form of reason that has led to the domination and 
destruction of nature and encourages the technical, bureaucratic control of human 
beings by powerful institutional structures. Similarly, some feminists have claimed 
that because science has been pursued primarily by men it has a masculinist bias 
built into it, so that it is directed towards the aggressive control of nature And, it 
is argued, these biases have been hidden under the disguise of 'neutrality' or 'ob- 
jectivity' (For a discussion of these arguments, see Longino, 1989.) 

These criticisms of the principle of value neutrality have, of course, been 
encouraged by increasing concern about the products of natural scientific 
research: in the military field, in creating industrial processes that threaten life and 
the environment, etc. (Passmore, 1978). Some regard these as the result of a lack 
of ethical commitment on the part of natural scientists. For them science should 
not be concerned exclusively with the pursult of factual truth, it must take 
responsibility for its own consequences, and indeed it should orient itself dlrectly 
to the improvement of human life. Many feel that this criticism is even more appli- 
cable to the social sciences. To study people with no other concern than to dis- 
cover factual truths about their behaviour is felt by some to imply viewing them as 
objects in the world having no value in themselves. And they regard this as, at 
best, voyeurism Moreover, d the knowledge produced enables these people's 
behaviour to be understood and thereby controlled, a lack of concern with the 
consequences of producing that knowledge is doubly unethical. At the very least, 

6 
However, there 1s a tenslon withm posiuv~sm regarding value neutrality, see Keat 

(1988, Chap 2). For cnticlsm of pos~t~vist research m polit~cal sclence for smugghng 
m value judgements despite ~ t s  commitment to value neutrality, see Storing (1962) 
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it is argued, value-neutral research is wtthout potnc what it provides is of no rel- 
evance to pressing human concerns. At worst, it provides an tmportant means of 
domination by powerful groups. 

ACTIVITY 5 

1 What are your views about the proper relatlonshlp between values and soc~al research? 
I Do you thmk research can or should be value-neutral? Should it be openly ~deolog~cal? 

, Spend about 15 m~nutes sketch~ng out your Ideas about th~s Issue before you read on. 

My own vtews about this issue are close in many respects to those of Max Weber 
Thus, 1 do believe that researchers should try to draw clear distinctions between 

, factual and value issues, and that they must try to avoid bias deriving from their 
I value commitments in drawtng factual conclusions. I also regard the production of 

factual information as the primary, though not the exclusive, task of social 
research. 

! 

Where I disagree wtth Weber is that I do not find his argument convincing that all 
value judgements derive from fundamental values that are necessarily in conflict. 
This argument is very similar to the foundationalism we discussed in the previous 
section, and is open to the same criticisms. While there certainly are things we 
value for themselves, we can usually offer arguments about why we value them. 
The idea that all these arguments must be or can be traced back to some finite set 
of assumptions that are beyond justification is implausible and unnecessary (Ham- 
mersley, 1992~). Needless to say, though, this is an issue about whlch there con- 
tinues to be considerable disagreement among social researchers and among 
philosophers. 

5 THE GOAL O F  
KNOWLEDGE CUMULATION 
Science is often characterized as being concerned with the cumulation of knowl- 
edge, rather than with the solution of practtcal problems It is on thts basis that 
natural and social science dtsciplmes are assumed to exist as repositories of 
knowledge about particular aspects of the world This view does not necessarily 
Imply that the knowledge research produces is believed to be of value simply for 
as own sake. Its justificatton may still he, ultimately, in as pay-off for social and 
political practice. Indeed, as we noted earlier, applied research is often identified 
as a legitimate adjunct to disciplinary research. It is assumed to involve the appli- 
cation of disciplinary knowledge to provide technical solutions to practical prob- 
lems, wtth these problems and the parameters of acceptable solutions to them 
bemg set by practitioners and/or by the sponsors of the research Qanowitz, 1972; 
Bulmer, 1982). On this view, the resources used to solve the practical problems 
come from discipltnary research, and applted research is of subordinate status: the 
cumulation of knowledge is primary, its application secondary. 

The tdea that social research is primarily concerned with the cumulation of disci- 
plinary knowledge very much takes the researcher located in the university, or in 
the permanently-funded research institute, as the norm. Ideally, he or she is able 
to decide what to investigate on the basis of the current state of knowledge in a 
particular disctpline, as well as in terms of personal interest. While such 
researchers might have to apply for funds to carry out their research, they would 
bid to funding agencies whose judgement of their bids would be based on peer 
assessment, and this also would be mainly in terms of the needs of the relevant 
discipline 




